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Abstract— Location-based services have been mostly used  

in many systems. preceding systems uses a pull model or 

user-initiated model, where a user arrival  a query to a server 

which gives response with location-aware answers. To offer 

outcomes to users with fast responses, a push model or 

server-initiated model is flattering an important computing 

model in the next-generation location-based services. In the 

push model, subscribers arrive spatio-textual subscriptions 

to fastening their curiosities, and publishers send spatio-

textual messages. It is used for a high-performance location-

aware publish/subscribe system to send publishers‟ 

messages to valid subscribers. In this paper, we find the 

exploration happenstances that start in manipulative a 

location-aware publish/subscribe system. We recommend an 

R-tree based index by merging textual descriptions into R-

tree nodes. We design efficient filtering algorithms and 

effective pruning techniques to accomplish high 

performance. This method can support likewise conjunctive 

queries and ranking queries. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Location based services have involved important with more 

curiosity from correspondingly industrial and academic 

groups. Many LBS services such as Foursquare and Google 

Maps have been broadly recognized because they can 

convey users with location-aware actions. The preceding 

LBS systems use a pull model or user-initiated model, 

where a user arrive a query to a server which answers with 

location aware outcome. For example, if a mobile user 

wants to pursuit writer with their city, then they have a 

query “writer name” to an LBS system, which proceeds 

outcome based on user‟s location and keywords 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In the base paper the author presents infected fruit part 

detection using k-means clustering segmentation technique 

[1]. K-means is used to decide the natural grouping of pixels 

presents in the ima Reference entitled  “Matching events in 

a content-based subscription system”, included How to 

professionally match high volumes of events conflicting to 

large numbers of subscriptions is a key issue for large-scale 

content-based publish/subscribe systems. In this paper we 

extant an efficient and applied matching algorithm that uses 

multi-dimensional indexing mechanism for rise a speed up 

constraints query and exploits the covering relations 

between constraints to minimize the excessive matching. 

Experiments show that our algorithm is considerably more 

efficient and scalable than other common used matching 

algorithms. [1] 

Reference entitled “Efficient filtering of XML 

documents for selective dissemination of information”, 

included Information Propagation applications are 

acquisition improving popularity due to dramatic 

improvements in communications bandwidth and ubiquity. 

The sheer volume of data available necessary to the use of 

selective nearly to propagation in order to discount emphasis 

users with redundant information. The preceding 

mechanisms for selective propagation typically rely on 

simple keyword matching or "bag of words" information 

ahead techniques. The advent of XML as a standard for 

information transformation and the development of query 

languages for XML data enables the development of more 

advanced filtering mechanisms that take building 

information into account. We have developed several index 

organizations and search algorithms for performing efficient 

filtering of XML documents for large-scale information 

dissemination systems. In this paper we describe these 

techniques and examine their performance across a range of 

document, workload, and scale scenarios[2] 

Reference entitled “Models and issues in data 

stream systems” included In this overview paper we inspire 

the need for and research issues get up from a new model of 

data processing. In this model, data does not take the form 

of tenacious relations, but rather arrives in multiple, 

continuous, rapid, time-varying data streams. In addition to 

revising preceding work related to data stream systems and 

current projects in the area, the paper explores topics in 

stream query languages, new requirements and encounters 

in query processing, and algorithmic issues.[3]  

Reference entitled “Retrieving top-k prestige based 

relevant spatial web objects”, include The location-aware 

keyword query gives ranked objects that are near a query 

location and that have textual explanations that match query 

keywords. This query presents intrinsic in many types of 

mobile and old-style web services and applications, e.g., 

Yellow Pages and Maps services. Preceding work think 

about the potential outcomes of such a query as being 

sovereign when ranking them. However, a related outcome 

object with nearby objects that are also related to the query 

is likely to be desirable   over a related object without 

relevant nearby objects. The paper proposes the concept of 

prestige-based relevance to fastening both the textual 

relevance of an object to a query and the effects of adjacent 

objects. Based on this, a new type of query, the Location-

aware top-k Prestige-based Text retrieval (LkPT) query, is 

proposed that retrieves the top-k spatial web objects ranked 

according to both prestige-based relevance and location 

nearness. We propose two algorithms that compute LkPT 

queries.[4] 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

To address the encounters, a token-based R-tree index 

organized an idea by in escalating each R-tree node with a 

collection of tokens selected from subscriptions. Using the 

R
t
-tree, a filter-and-verification framework is organized for 

able to sending a message. To decrease the number of 

tokens connected with R
t
-tree nodes, select some high-
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quality illustrative tokens from subscriptions and associate 

them with R
t
-tree nodes. 

IV. R
T
-TREE ALGORITHM 

R
t
- Tree Indexing 

Input:  S, A subscription set, message m 

Output: R, Outcomes of m 

Step 1:  Publisher publishes message m  

Step 2:  Build R
t
- tree index by collecting all message m 

from „n‟ publishers  

{p1, p2,…pn } 

Step 3:  Initialize a HashMap M 

Step 4:  return R
t
-tree

++ 

R
t
- Tree Pruning 

Input: r, An R
t
-tree node, „m‟ a message, „R‟ outcome of m, 

HashMap M 

Output: R, Outcomes of m 

Step 1:  Visit flag = false; 

Step 2:  for each entry n in node r do 

Step 3:  Check location of node and filter message in 

location R 

Step 4:  Check curiosity of node and filter message of 

curiosity m 

Step 5:  prune outcome R and m 

Step 6:  Outcome of R
t
-tree prune to node. 

V. LOCATION DETAILS 

We consider location specific approach for 

publish/subscribe system. The region is considered to be 

rectangle, which we specify a numeric value for example 0-

100 meant for one location and 100-200 meant for   other 

location. Given a set of subscriptions S and a message m, a 

location-aware publish/ subscribe system delivers m to si Є 

S if si. R∩m. R≠f and si:T⊆ m:T. 

A. R-TREE Indexing: 

As the standard R-tree has no textual pruning power, a 

token-based R-tree, called R
t
-tree, by mounting tokens of 

subscriptions into R-tree nodes. R
t
-tree is a balanced search 

tree. Each leaf node contains between b and B data entries, 

where each entry is a subscription. Each internal node is 

between b and B node entries. Each entry is a triple h Child, 

MBR, TokenSeti, where Child is a pointer to its child node, 

MBR is the minimum bounding rectangle of all admissions 

within this child, and TokenSet is a set of tokens selected 

from subscriptions. The outputs for subscriber are 

processing using R
t
- tree indexing and then filtered for 

further output processing. 

B. MBR Filter: 

Least bound rectangle filter for checks the location of the 

subscriber. This model filters the outcomes R
t
-tree index by 

examination the users location and publisher location. The 

location based outcome set conveys more location specific 

outcome, which does not consider the subscriber curiosities. 

These outcomes are used for further processing to get 

subscriber outcome. 

C. Token Filter: 

It is used to checks for the textual constraint. Subscriber‟s 

curiosity is considered for token filter. This model filters the 

outcomes R
t
-tree index by checking the users location and 

publisher location. The location based outcome set carry 

more curiosity specific outcome, which does not consider 

the location of subscriber. These outcomes are used for 

additional processing to get subscriber‟s location based 

outcome. 

D. Outcome Push To Subscriber: 

In the push model, subscribers enter spatio-textual 

subscriptions to fastening their curiosities, and publishers 

send spatio-textual messages. The outcomes from the 

upstairs two methods, MBR filter and token filter, spatio- 

textual outcomes are filtered and send to subscriber. The 

server impetuses the outcome to subscriber instead of 

responding every time when subscriber queries. 

VI. ADVANTAGES 

Advantages of our proposed system are as follows, 

1) It Reduces index sizes and also improves the 

performance. 

2) This method can support both conjunctive queries 

and ranking queries. 

3) Efficient filtering algorithms are used. 

4) Effective pruning technique is used to improve the 

performance. 

5) It supports dynamic updates efficiently. 

VII. APPLICATION 

There are many applications using location-aware LBS 

services:                 

1) First   is Groupon, in which users arrive their troubled 

nearby locations and keywords. For every Group on 

message, the system provider delivers the message to 

the users who may be integrally curiosity in the 

message by notify the spatial nearness and textual 

applicability between subscriptions and the message. 

2) Second is location-aware AdSense, which escalation 

the old-style AdSense to support location-aware LBS 

services. The advertisers arrive their location-based 

commercials in the system. The system forces 

applicable advertisements  to mobile clients depends 

up on their locations and contents which they want to 

find 

3) Third is tweet delivery. Accept response of their 

goods at a specific location from Twitter, market 

analysts arrive their curiosities. For every tweet, the 

system forces the tweet to valid analysts whose 

spatio-textual subscriptions match the tweet. 

VIII. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 
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IX. CONCLUSION 

The location-aware publish/subscribe problem is studied. An 

effective index structure algorithm is proposed R
t
-tree by 

integrating textual description into R-tree nodes. A filter-

and-verification framework is proposed and devised 

efficient filtering algorithms. Reducing the number of 

tokens in each node is proposed, which not only reduces 

index sizes but improves performance. An efficient 

algorithm to directly find answers without the verification 

step is defined.  
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